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SUBMERGED IN SLEEP
“Even a soul submerged in sleep
is hard at work and helps
make something of the world.”
- heraclitus
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Sleep has long been criticized as a refuge for the lazy, a pastime of teenagers, a hideaway
from real life. Society celebrates sleeplessness as a sign of success, lifting up those that
stay up to work while forgetting the abundance of ideas that emerge from hours of rest.
Dreamers are a special sort of people, able to pluck tiny ideas and fragments of color and
writing from both their daily lives and their slumber, finding inspiration in times where
others see only darkness, creating something out of nothing. This year’s magazine is a
celebration of all of those souls submerged in sleep, using the late hours of the night just
as effectively as the brightest days, and a testament to the creative qualities of dreams.

-Nicole McCormick and Sarah Allen, Senior Editors
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The Walrus welcomes submissions from any member of
the Upper School student body from August through February. Teachers are also encouraged to submit work for their
students. All work is judged anonymously, so we ask that all
submissions arrive without a name on the piece and with the
required submission form. Submission forms may be obtained
from Mrs. Amy Williams-Eddy or a literary magazine staff
member through email. Digital submissions are preferred and
sent to aweddy@smhall.org along with a submission form. All
digital photographs and artwork must be 300 dpi and large
enough for printing. During the third quarter, The Walrus selection committee works during lunch dutifully selecting the
works that we go into the magazine. During the fourth quarter,
the editorial and layout team works to copy edit and create the
magazine during Creative Writing Class.

Editorial Policy:

The Walrus editorial staff reserves the right to edit minor errors such as grammatical and spelling problems, while other
submissions may be returned to the author for other requested
corrections.
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Michaela McTee (12) | A Child’s Dream | Digital Photo

Cotton Candy Skies
Sophia Markey (12) | Poem
my grandmother used to tell me
it was my fault when it rained
she said raindrops are god’s tears
hoola

hoops
of

cigarette smoke
weave in and out
and around her face
a circus
a slow suicide
tell me how much force it takes to break a person
no one ever told me how malleable we are
clay figurines
we dance
do you know why we are afraid of being afraid

when I woke up I tried to stand
but got dizzy
my mother caught me
wait
she said
it takes time
tell me how much time it takes to trust
I’ve forgotten how to say
I love you
and mean it
I think the wind could pick us up
carry us places
if it really wanted to
it’s so strong
can you hear me?

I wasn’t scared
until right before
anesthesia
I cried
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our cabins, and many campers sit among the stacks simply to
absorb the cool air without a glance towards the worn covers
we love so much. We set a time limit—fifteen minutes, tops.
The limit doesn’t apply to the librarians. We sit inside for
hours, talking and laughing until the sun is setting and we are
forced out of our sanctuary.
Plenty of windows line the space, making it seem much
larger than it is. We measured it, once, out of curiosity, but we
had no true mark of reference. No one had a tape measure
on hand, rulers just as obsolete as clocks in this isolated space.
Scottie laid on the floor, feet against one wall, and Whiteford
laid behind her so that their heads were touching and her own
feet just barely grazed the other wall.
It took a few tries, but we were certain of the relative size of
our tiny refuge. It seemed like a very important fact at the time,
when we first ran our hands across the bent spines and splintering wood, passing the keys around with quiet reverence.
“The library is a responsibility,” they told us, and we nodded
our heads with wide eyes, all tangled hair and chapped lips
and crooked teeth.
When they left us to our own devices, we looked at responsibility in its tidy face and laughed as we scoured the Italian
dictionary for filthy words when we thought no one was watching.
Izzy Castillo (10) | Requiem on Water | Digital Photo

Wasps
Nicole McCormick (12) | Personal Narrative

“ T h e y t o o k a l l o f o u r s c i s s o r s away, t o o . I
r e m e m b e r b e i n g u p s e t b y t h at - w h y s h o u l d a l l
o f u s b e p u n i s h e d f o r t h e a c t i o n s o f o n e g i r l? ”
The rocking chair sits on the porch, unused, swaying gently as though occupied by ghosts. If you look closer, under
the left arm, beside peeling paint, the thin paper of a wasp
nest hangs below. Its inhabitants drift around the door, resting
their pointed wings on the windowsill, just as lazy and tired as
the rest of us in the sweltering daylight.
We’ve all been stung at one point or another. Sharp curses
follow mindless swats, leaving red welts swollen on arms and
legs and hands, painful reminders of the insect’s wrath.
Whiteford—we call her Whiteford because her name is
Nicole, the same as mine, and I refuse to go by anything but
my first name—plows ahead with a broom raised high, marching steadily onwards to clear the battleground for the huddled
infantry trailing behind.
We’ve all been stung, but none of us care to repeat the
experience. Carcasses fall to the porch when met with the end
of the broom, and I crush them with a twist of my heel.
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The wood floors inside scratch at bare legs when you sit
down. Shelves stand crooked, full of books, each well-read,
dog-eared, a little tattered. That summer, the camp director
assigned us to take care of the donated novels, a task we took
with more solemnity than we were accustomed.
Jillian made the list—a neatly printed assignment of shifts,
sunup to sundown, of who was to be inside the tiny library and
when. They were coveted positions. We argued relentlessly
until the rotation was complete.
No one wanted to work with Katie, but she never made a
fuss.
I wish now that she had.
The hum of air conditioning fills the space, providing shelter from the overwhelming heat outside the peeling white
door. It’s a reprieve from the oppressive summer outside the
walls, a tiny oasis in a vast desert. We don’t have this luxury in

“She’s got scissors. Can you believe it? Scissors.”
The last golden rays of sunlight rest idly across our faces,
turning brown eyes into liquid honey. Illuminated dust motes
drift through the air, and occasionally someone reaches up to
try and catch one. We’re lying on the rough wood, hands intertwined, legs folded and stretched and raised across strewn
papers. Scottie stands above us, hands on hips, marching towards the side window to watch.
“What’s she doing with them?” Jillian braids my hair with
quiet intensity, hands ripping through a knot as she works.
Her voice is spiked with interest, and I can feel her turn towards the commotion outdoors. Yells make their way through
the space, splitting the peaceful silence without remorse. I
wince.
“Not sure. Running? Looks like she’s chasing someone.
Oh—no, wait, she’s stopped.”
Jillian fumbles through the rest of the braid, eager to finish, and we both shoot up to join Scottie by the window. And
there’s Katie, next to the cabin, and she’s running again, and
the hum of a motor joins the hum of the air conditioning and
the hum of the wasps outside, and she slows down before
changing her mind, scissors extended, blazing her uneven trail
of bladed destruction across our view.
I’ve forgotten why exactly Katie chased Elizabeth around
Cabin 1b, but it was prime entertainment for the majority of
the evening. When they caught her, she went directly to the
infirmary. We watched staff march across the field, Katie in
tow, small hands wiping desperately at her tear-stained face.
She was a little bit broken, must have been. We turned our
heads and pretended nothing was wrong the next day when
she re-joined us in the library and we all fell quiet and acted

like we didn’t see and tried not to look directly at her as she
bowed her head to hide the water pooling in her shining black
eyes.
They took all of our scissors away, too. I remember being
upset by that—why should all of us be punished for the actions
of one girl?
The sun hangs low in the sky, barely kissing the horizon
as the blue sky deepens. The doors are locked after dark, a
more common occurrence now than before. We sit with our
lanky legs crossed over one another’s, hands intertwined as
we share the stories of our years at home.
We stand at the threshold of adolescence, still gazing
around us with childlike curiosity, eager to rip into what our
parents won’t teach us. Most of us hover at thirteen, fourteen.
Too young to be adults and too old to be kids.
A new wasp nest appears towards the end of the term, welcoming with it a new set of swarming insects outside the right
window, buzzing and humming at us when we press our faces
too close to the glass.
Emilie and Jillian and Scottie and I are inside again, giggling. We thumb carelessly through some compilation of
short stories, skimming the pages just enough to pluck out the
most outlandish and unusual tales. We pull them apart, tearing into the oddities with ravenous mouths full of sharp words
and harsh laughter.
The slam of the peeling white door jolts us from the book.
“Have y’all heard?” Whiteford stands in the doorway, voice
eager and face red with excitement. We shake our heads as
she sits down, moving the circle apart.
“Katie’s got a bird.”
“What? Where?” My eyes are wide with interest. The book
lies abandoned, pages open wide like an offering.
“In the cabin. It’s dead, or close to it. She’s feeding it, too.
Can you imagine?”
We can. We are overcome with emotions—disgust, at first,
at the prospects of an almost-dead bird somewhere in our
cabin—but quickly settle on the laughter that comes so easily
to us. How stupid an idea, we snickered among ourselves.
A wasp flew in through the door when Whiteford came
in, and it settled between us as we gleefully made fun of Katie
and her pet.
That night, Katie sobbed at the bird’s death.
The rest of us sighed in relief.
If I were to repeat that summer, I like to think that I
would help Katie and her bird. That I would at least soothe
her quiet cries, talk to her, be a friend. The bird’s life meant
something to her. All of our stinging comments and buzzing
laughter hid our own superficiality. We were tan and careless
and free, hiding sharp teeth behind placid smiles.
That night in the library, our hushed laughter and gossip
sounded just like the hum of wasps’ wings outside.
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Gate A5
Madeleine Henderson (12) | Poem
Through the quiet hum of night,
Fluorescent light shines bright
In the eyes of passengers passing through,
Buckling their belts and tying their shoes.
Wheels of suitcases skimming the stone,
Screeching as people reach for their phones,
That beep with messages from mothers and brothers
Who travel long nights to see one another.
Lines for coffee wind round the corner.
The doors of the restrooms read out of order.
Subtle snores echo from chairs,
While stranded families sigh in despair.

Michaela McTee (12) | Butterfly Effect | Digital Photo

Weary and worn they queue by the rope,
Truthfully trying not to lose hope.
Suddenly a voice sounds at the gate
Signaling an end to the unwelcome wait.

Now boarding first class.
Now boarding priority members.
Now boarding rows fifteen through thirty-five.
Now boarding all rows.
Devices ding as tickets are taken,
Startling slumberers who have barely awaken.
Feet fumble down the jet way at last
Noisily noting that hours have passed.

Final boarding call for gate A5.
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Meditating on the Lyrical
Remembrance of Malik Izaak Taylor
Kobe Vo (12) | Poem
Have you ever loved somebody?
To the flowers on the dashboard
To the red tuft, a shining star washed in a sea of blue
To the card in the glovebox
Way before you got to dream?
To red hoodies, a contemporary Sith robe
To five layers of jackets and quarter zips
To low hanging earbuds swinging precariously low,
catching the corners of desks and door handles alike
No more crying, he’s in sunshine
To the Kit-Kat fanatic
And to the McDonalds fiend
To late night talks, giddy and delirious
To loud hip-hop and foul language
To Star Wars sequels, reclining seats, and chicken wings
Bella Wulfe (12) | Charlotte’s Web | Earrings made of Steel, Copper, and Aluminum

land of bleached bones

He’s alright now, see his wings
To my friend
Farewell

trees baked pale and cracking,
grass dry-mouthed and rasping,
skin all cooked away;
land with frogs beneath its skin,
lying in wait, deathless and dead
and dust preserved, rationed,
salt crusted, sleeping in tombs;
land spread out on its back,
birds circling, staring sightlessly
to the sky that knows no war
nor ignorance nor engine whine;
land before decency, before gentle touch,
before the teeth all fell away,
coyote with a child’s scream,
eyes watching in the still and dark;
land of needles, land of brushfire,
land of ghosts, land of sunken eyes,
land whose dead rise from the earth
new-skinned and squinting;
land with frogs beneath its skin,
waiting for rain
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Sydney Ulmer (11) | Hygge | Acrylic

Izzy Bynum (12) | Poem

Letter to My Brother
Lily Miggins (11) | Personal narrative

Dear brother,
You went to college today. You set up your room and hung
a picture of us on the wall.
You’re at a big school now. Not everyone knows how much
you love to smile or how homemade cookies and hugs can
brighten your day. Be careful.
We all cried when you hugged us for the last time. You are
going to achieve great things with your wonderful mind.
You waved goodbye. Your walk is still awkward even though
you are tall, your messy hair is still thick just like Mom’s, and
your brown eyes are still open to the world. We waved back.

“ Yo u r wa l k i s s t i l l aw k wa r d e v e n t h o u g h y o u a r e
ta l l , y o u r m e s s y h a i r i s s t i l l t h i c k j u s t l i k e M o m ’ s ,
a n d y o u r b r o w n e y e s a r e s t i l l o p e n t o t h e w o r l d .”

Dear brother,
You smiled for the first time today. We all smiled. I am the
only one who makes you laugh, it’s funny.
Do it again. Make the face, Lily.
Your small eyes squint, their corners brimming with purest
joy.
Your hair is thick, like Mom’s. I hold you in a blanket. You
are mine. Not really-but I squeeze you tight anyway, like you
are the only thing that matters.
Dear brother,
You lost your first tooth today. Mom cried when you got
home. You were so excited to feel like a big kid, like your
brother and sister.
You wear real clothes and shoes now, you are old enough
and tall enough. Your run is awkward and there is drool on
your collar. Your big eyes are full of light.
You smile every day.
We all smile.
Dear brother,
You knocked on the door to my room today. You needed
help on your Spanish homework. You stared at me with your
big brown eyes, innocent and curious.
You knew the answer, you just got confused.You are smart,
you know.
You gave me a hug, that’s your specialty. Said thanks and
left.
Sweetheart.
Dear brother,
You hated me today. I hit you. It was stupid. I yelled and
you cried. Really cried.
For the first time, your eyes were scared, full of terror. You
ran away from me.
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How could I do this to you? I am sorry. So sorry.
You hugged me anyway, you always do.

I love you. I never say it, but I do.

Dear brother,
You wore a uniform today. A shirt one size too big and
shoes one size too small, your backpack straps were pulled
a little too tight. Your young eyes opened to a new place that
made your stomach feel funny.
You gave me a bear hug and told me you loved me.
Sweetheart.
Dear brother,
Your day was hard. Mine was too.
First days are never easy. It’s okay.
We got home and cried together and made cookies. We
ate them sitting on the couch because we felt like it.
I want to walk with you and hold your hand and tell you
that it will all work out and that soon enough you’ll be wishing
you were back in middle school, but I can’t.
Dear brother,
You made the football team today. Varsity. I haven’t seen
your eyes this excited in a long time. I am so proud.
You are tall now, handsome. You have passed me up, but
your curious brown eyes are the same.
The girl you like came over to our house. We heard you
greet her at the door. We watched the way you look at her and
how you talk to her. You were so happy.
You are going to make a great husband someday, you
know.
Dear brother,
You had your heart broken today. You threw your uniform
on the ground and slammed the door. I made cookies and
sat on the couch and cried with you. I bear hugged you and
squeezed you tight like I used to, anything to make you feel
better.
You can be emotional, you know. It’s okay.
Sometimes you just need some cookies and a warm hug.
Sometimes that’s just not enough.

Sophia Ursone (10) | Bubble of Lights | Digital Photo

Dear brother,
I met you for the first time today. You didn’t say anything,
you can’t talk yet. You just stared at me with your bright eyes.
There are five of us now! You make me so happy. I am excited to watch you grow.
Nice to meet you.

Dear Patrick,
You called me on the phone today. You don’t wear a uniform anymore. Neither do I.
You never call. Neither do I.
I choked on tears because I forgot what your voice sounded like.
I missed you! I wanted to see your smiling cheeks and big
brown curious eyes full of light again.
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Hunter Hoelscher (9) | Droopy Ice Cream | CERAMIC

Emma Gunnin (11) | Macarons | CERAMIC

THE DEVIL IS A CHEESEBURGER
ARIANNA MUñOZ (12) | PERSONAL NARRATIVE
My stomach seizes with fear, shame and dread tearing
through my body. A little mistake, the foolish choice to succumb to temptation and desire, and now I am panicking, terrified to look at my reflection in the mirror, horrified at what I
will see. My hands tremble, my throat contracts and threatens
to retch up acidic bile as I realize that the consequences of my
misdeed will be grafted on my skin, apparent to all who look
at me, for I have committed a grievous, unforgivable sin. I
have eaten a chocolate chip cookie.
I am in gym class, and after doing a series of sprints, sit-ups,
and stretches, the coaches announce that they will be measuring and weighing us to see if we were at healthy weights for
our age. Within the group of eleven-year-old girls clustered
around the scale, this assessment devolves into a competition
to find out who will have the lowest number. Even at a young
age, we know that skinny is beautiful.
I step on the scale.
The coach announces my weight to the class.
My friends in line behind me stare with wide eyes, a cluster
of fifth graders silently evaluating my weight, comparing it to
their own results. My cheeks burning from the unwanted attention, I move to the side as the next student, a slender girl
with the waiflike body of a paper doll, stands on the scale.
The coach proclaims her weight. It is 20 pounds less than
mine. My friends smile in approval.
When trying to lose weight, eating is the enemy, the enticing desire that I must avoid at all costs. But the vice is sneaky,
tempting with false promises of satisfaction and happiness that
lead only to frustration and self-hatred. I struggle to look beyond the calories, the carbs, the fats, and the sugars piling up
in my food and filling every vein and artery with gunk, stretching my waistline to immense proportions. As I lie in bed, I go
through every meal and snack I ate that day, a meticulous list
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of sin, guilt gnawing at my mind, reminding me that I could
have been stronger, that I have betrayed the laws I built up for
myself.
This guilt emerges after every meal, disgust and criticism
coursing through my mind the minute I set down my fork.
In my mind, the reason for my indulgence never justifies the
action: was I hungry? I should have just let the urge to eat subside. Was it a friend’s birthday? Calories don’t care what the
celebration was; I shouldn’t have had that slice of cake. The
guilt manifests itself in other ways as I think about the situation
I’m setting myself up for. One day I’ll go too far; I’m acting
vain and stupid; this isn’t a problem someone like me should
have; I am disgusting, begging for the absence of food when
I am so privileged to be certain that I will have another meal.
The hate I have for myself breeds greater hate, mocking my
desire for food and ridiculing me for wanting to avoid it, the
self-loathing urging me to press on even when I want to stop,
advising me to just establish increasingly restrictive rules. By
avoiding that snack, or refusing to eat that meal, everything
will turn out better.
After the embarrassment of gym class, I scurry into the
bathroom and analyze myself in the mirror. My belly sticks
out and there’s flab under my arms, fat that I had never noticed before. I think back to the girl with the flat stomach and
twig-like arms, the incarnation of a dainty princess from a fairytale.
Twenty pounds heavier. I’m 20 pounds heavier than she. It
simply won’t do. Staring straight into my reflection, I make my
first resolution. No more dessert, no more second helpings of
food. The vice won’t tempt me anymore.
Restrictions are the foundation of my obsessive weight
loss, rules to follow that guarantee a skinnier frame and lower
numbers and happiness. These rules have gotten stricter as

time has gone by, starting with no desserts or second helpings, then progressing to include avoiding fats, carbs, milk,
and fruits; I even briefly abstained from water after watching
a video that described how water leads to bloating and the appearance of stomach fat. The restrictions I establish give me
order, a guaranteed path to success and happiness, but when
I break with them the chaos returns, the urge to consume all
my blacklisted treats possessing me, taunting me, convincing
me. The world closes in on me after I submit to temptation
and bite into an indulgent brownie or sip on a sugary smoothie, the sin that can never be forgiven, the creation of the Devil.
Because in my mind during these frantic moments, the Devil
isn’t a religious figure, a goofy cartoon, or the representation
of malice and pure evil in the world; the Devil is a greasy,
buttery, meaty, ketchup-and-mayo covered cheeseburger with
fries on the side, so delicious and tempting, yet in reality vile
and wicked, the creator of flabby arms, untoned thighs, and
saggy stomachs. He clings to my body and my soul as I desperately try to wrench free, screaming that I brought this upon
myself, that he was the temptation I should have shunned. I
attempt to cry out for help, praying that someone will notice
that something is wrong and will try to help me, saving me
from the voice that seizes control, but my subtle pleas go unanswered.
At the end of the day, my mom takes me to a restaurant
to get an after-school snack. I break with my usual order of
a sandwich and instead get a salad with
oil and vinegar, my mom noticing the
change in diet as I proudly reject her offer of a handful of chips.
“Are we trying to be healthy from now
on?” she asks.
“Yes,” I respond, but healthy isn’t my
goal. Skinny is.
I don’t have the emaciated body of
an anorexic, nor do I sprint to the bathroom to purge my meals like a bulimic;
my problem remains hidden and comes
across as a good thing rather than a serious issue, my bad mentalities and
unhealthy practices lauded by those
around me. My friends praise me for my diligence and admire my “healthy” lifestyle, perceiving me to be the epitome
of a well-balanced, happy, normal person, grumbling at me to
stop complaining when I ask if this leotard makes me look fat
or if my thighs are too big. I understand their encouragement
and lighthearted criticism; they don’t realize that the reason I
eat healthy food is because I fear a growing waistband. They
see the flat stomach and lean muscle as a sign that I am a
dedicated and fit person, not someone who craves assurance
that she is not fat. Their well-meaning compliments and encouragement spur me on, assuring me that I am strong and
disciplined for placing these constraining restrictions on myself and validating my warped perceptions on weight loss.
When I get home, I check my weight, watching for fluctuations in the number that will determine my success or failure.
In the coming months, will I lose a pound or gain one? Or
two? Or five? A morbid, if entertaining, game of chance. But
it won’t stop there. I can lose more. I can take on the vice and
win. My second resolution: no added sugar whatsoever, and
no drinks besides water.

Despite being so entrenched in my restrictive, guilt-fueled
eating habits, I am not ignorant of the fact that what I am enacting on my body is debilitating and dangerous. I try to wrestle my way out, to practice moderation and remind myself that
one Reese’s peanut butter cup is not going to destroy weeks of
healthy eating and hours of exercise. Sometimes I’m successful, and in the course of a few weeks my restrictions gradually
lessen in number, my barriers against desserts and occasional
sweets begin to drop, and I start to feel confident about my
appearance. The shrieks of inadequacy and deprivation fade
into the furthest corners of my mind, and for a brief moment
a spark of hope ignites within me, and I dare believe that my
obsession is a thing of the past.
A month later: Down three pounds! Progress! This revelation makes the day seem wonderful, full of bright colors and
hope. As I gleefully make my way to my first class, I chat with
one of my friends, the topic shifting from homework to our
teachers to gym class to how much we weigh.
My friend announces her weight in the blunt manner of all
small children. It is thirteen pounds less than mine. “I can’t
imagine weighing more than I already do! People like that
must be ginormous!”
My third resolution: lose thirteen pounds.
However, with steps forward come inevitable leaps back,
and I find myself dragged back into the abyss from which I
had momentarily escaped. For the last month, I was confident that I had overcome my problem, that I had successfully moved
on. I hadn’t felt much guilt after
meals and had taken pleasure in eating the desserts and sweets that had
so long been denied to me. Then
yesterday I decided to treat myself after school and indulged in a birthday
cake macaroon, but as soon as I bit
into the sickly-sweet cookie the old
feelings of shame and panic washed
over me to an extent which I hadn’t
felt for weeks. The mocking voice in
my head surged from his quiet retreat
and enveloped me in his piercing
claws once again, taunting me about the calories I had just
consumed, the bloating, the flabby thighs and fleshy arms that
would result from my heinous decision. I quivered with terror
and disgrace, my stomach reeling and convulsing like a dying
animal, my mind racing as I frantically tried to think of a way
to burn off the disgusting, tainted calories I just consumed.
I danced for two hours and walked three miles, but it was
not enough for me. Devastated and repulsed by my body, my
weakness and vulnerability, I retreated to my room, closed
the door, turned off the lights, and leapt into my bed, sobbing.
I dream of being in a body I can love, and long to move
past what I openly acknowledge to be an unhealthy, debilitating mentality. Common sense dictates that the habits I am
submitting my body to are wrong and harmful, but lurking
in the darkest, most intimate realms of my mind is the voice
murmuring that skipping a meal, turning down a snack, or
exercising until my knees give out will give me everything I
desire, a sure-fire path to happiness and confidence. No matter how reluctant I may be, I listen to the voice and obey.

“ I a m pa n i c k i n g ,
terrified to
l o o k at my
reflection in
the mirror,
h o r r i f i e d at
w h at I w i l l s e e .”
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The Soapbox Daughter
Victoria Newman-Menendez (11) | Poem
pulls her soapbox from its burrow in her bag
and sets it against the gravel road
the sole of her foot scrapes against the ground
as she rises to a familiar position
atop the worn box crafted from cheap pine
blood drips from the flesh of her foot
tears roll down her glowing cheeks
yet
a smile pulls smugly across her face
among the blood stained splinters and loosened nails
of a deteriorating domain
she stands alone
on her soapbox

Symptoms of Growing Up
Sophia Markey (12) | Prose Poem
brushing your teeth for sixty seconds. don’t swallow.
making faces in your mirror. laughing. running a razor
over your legs for the first time. no one ever told you how
soft they could be. crying real tears. kissing chapped lips.
smothering strawberry gloss over your own. borrowing
your sister’s dress. pressing your palms into the squishy
part of your stomach. you’re a woman now. hurting.
having your heart broken. dancing against bodies. forgetting to brush your teeth. falling asleep with mascara covered
eyelashes. breaking your own heart. pushing back against
bodies. looking in your mirror. crying. falling off bleachers.
standing back up. spinning towards your eternity. scraping
your heart against love. realizing you’re alone. it’s not
forever. chasing time. reaching up to touch the sky. running your eyes over your body and letting them feel
through your curves and edges and everything that makes
you smooth and rough and beautiful and
					cracked.
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Evelyn Cox (10) | Diana | Acrylic

Shilpa Gunuganti (11) | Essay

“Defying your country requires sacrifice and a
d i s r e g a r d f o r t h e p e r s o n a l r a m i f i c at i o n s t h at w i l l
r e s u lt f r o m y o u r a c t i o n s , p r o v i n g t h at y o u p u t t h e
c o u n t r y ’ s w e l fa r e a b o v e y o u r p e r s o n a l n e e d s .”
An American flag fluttering from a house’s front porch,
a marching band blasting “America the Beautiful,” a student
theatrically reading the Declaration of Independence, and a
child solemnly laying a flag on the grave of a fallen soldier are
merely a few elements of patriotism we fervently participate
in, quietly observe, or unknowingly replicate in our everyday
lives. As an American citizen and self-proclaimed patriot, I
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often participate in these actions myself, but this communal,
herd-like behavior goes beyond mere decoration or celebration; it impacts views on concrete policies that affect lives. I
often feel compelled by societal pressure to support all of the
United States’ actions on the global stage regardless of how
I personally feel about these decisions. Consequently, the
pressure that I feel is only compounded for those who are

Knowing the dire penalties that may result from his seemingly
impulsive yet truly deliberate actions, Kaepernick still defied
his league and the majority of America in an attempt to foster
deep-seated change in his country, exhibiting his valued priority for the greater good over mere personal needs.
Unlike Kaepernick, those who lament over the issues that
Kaepernick highlights and do nothing as they unconditionally
follow in the footsteps of the Americans surrounding them
are not true patriots. Mark Twain, one of the most prominent writers in American literature, was an advocate for social
progress overall but quite unpatriotic in a few of his actions.
Twain wrote, “The United States of Lyncherdom,” a scathing
condemnation on the act of lynching and those who ignore or
even support the cruelty of such actions, which was patriotic
in its essence, but the actions that followed undermined any
impact that his words could have. Terrified of the potential
backlash from his social circle and American society in its entirety, Twain decided to delay publishing the essay until after
his death, a move that allowed lynching to escape as an undisputed practice in the years to come. Achieving true progress for the benefit of the country involves challenging, not
affirming, the status quo, a task that a patriot must be willing
to undertake regardless of the inevitable backlash from other
members of society. As a result, absolute support for your
country’s practices or actions should not only be removed
from the definition of patriotism but also frowned upon for
the complacency and lack of activism reflected upon the person conducting these actions. Unconditional support from
citizens may have positive benefits for a country during times
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Bella Wulfe (12) |Blind Portrait | Pen & Ink

Sloane Basse (11) | America | Silver Gelatin Print

Defiance: Patriotic or
Deplorable?

living and working under the nation’s harsh spotlight. In my
community and on that national stage, I see many prominent
American figures speak out and condemn America for its actions, receive ostracism for their deeds, and be subsequently
labelled as unpatriotic for their willingness to do what others
cannot or will not.
As the definition of patriotism constantly evolves not only
within the United States but across the world, more countries
are compelling their citizens to offer unwavering support by
invoking the ideal of patriotism. A country’s success, measured on a multitude of metrics, matters to every citizen, and
the citizen’s role, especially the ability to defy, in the political
sphere plays a monumental role in every measure of success.
Supporting your country’s actions unconditionally should not
be considered an act of patriotism, because true patriotism
stems from the willingness to defy your country’s actions when
you perceive them to be immoral or erroneous and the ability
to work towards the constant improvement of your country.
Beginning from the humble foundation of the United States,
our country’s citizens could never agree on what it meant to
be truly patriotic, and the divisiveness over this simple term
has not disappeared today. The sacrifice of active soldiers and
veterans is perhaps the only action that is universally acknowledged to be a form of patriotism, but even that classification
was challenged throughout American history, most notably
in the Anti-Vietnam War Movement. However, most of the
disagreement over patriotism occurs when Americans begin
considering the individual actions of both ordinary citizens
and prominent public figures as we weigh the patriotism that
these people display in their minor and major decisions and
practices. Patriotism’s underlying concept is love of country,
but its application is the difficult and contested aspect. Many
apply their love of country through unreserved support of all
of their country’s actions regardless of personal conviction;
others chose to correct their country’s practices through defiance, open resistance, or refusal to follow commonly accepted practices. The punishment for such boldness, ranging
from social criticism to harsh imprisonment or worse, varies
immensely depending on the country that the citizen is attacking. The stated goal of these challengers is their country’s improvement, the state of development or marked progress; the
subjectivity of true improvement is precisely what makes defiance so controversial, yet incredibly potent and meaningful.
Defying your country requires sacrifice and a disregard for
the personal ramifications that will result from your actions,
proving that you put the country’s welfare above your personal needs. Nearly every American views the national anthem
as an incredibly important piece of our identity as a nation,
but more importantly, as an insignia that should not be trifled
with or disrespected. Due to these unamenable views, Colin
Kaepernick, a former NFL quarterback for the San Francisco
49ers, was ostracized by the National Football League community and a large portion of the entire country for choosing
to kneel during the national anthem two years ago in a struggle against police brutality and racial discrimination, practices
that he found to be immoral, or violating of principles of fairness and virtue. As a result of his actions, he lost his lucrative
career and has not played in the NFL since the 2016 season.
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Zach Powell (11) | The Fighter | Scratchboard

C O N T I N U E D f r o m PA G E 2 1
of struggle when support matters most.
In times of emergency within the United States, the president is allotted more power from Congress, reflecting the will
of the people, which allows for major decisions to be made in
a timely and unbureaucratic manner. However, in other cases,
this benefit only lasts for a short period of time, as the country
can escape the crisis due to the support, but the cause of the
conflict remains, allowing the same issues to recur years later,
meaning that only defiance can solve the root of the problem
itself and change the country’s course. Opposing the goals
and beliefs of your fellow countrymen is often viewed as inherently unpatriotic to your fellow citizens and the country as
a whole, which is certainly true for stances that go against the
ideals of democracy and freedom. However, for the most part
acting out of duty in opposition to your countrymen exhibits a
far greater love of country than any other action, for the ability to plead for another to correct himself signifies a stronger
bond than simply agreeing with that person out of obligation.
Another common belief held by most global citizens is that
challenging a leader expresses disloyalty and selfishness, as it

involves putting your needs above the functionality of the government. While it is true that those who defy in undemocratic
countries are disrupting the functionality of government, their
ultimate goal is to foster change that will help a multitude of
people beyond themselves.
Unlike undemocratic nations, the consequences for the
civil disobedience of Americans today do not typically involve
imprisonment or death, but the definition of patriotism here
and elsewhere still remains a deterrent to those who desire
to apply themselves politically and make a difference. When
all citizens view criticizing their country’s practices as acceptable, even patriotic, then the entire country will be guided by
the moral compass of the people it represents. As a result,
citizens place checks on the actions of their country, which
prevents egregious human rights violations from occurring.
As counterintuitive as it seems, opposition only strengthens
a state, while simultaneously reflecting the patriotic traits and
values that society must begin to value in those who choose to
challenge the status quo.

My America
Claire Ramos (12) | Poem
There is no love in my America
No brotherhood of men
Even if there was
What would it mean to a country diverged?
There is no resolution in my America
Marches in the streets don’t fix anything
Even if they did
What would it mean to a country unstable?
There is no haven in my America
No place truly feels safe
Even if there was
What would it mean to a country corrupted?
There is no hope in my America
Our flag at a perpetual state of half-mast
Even raised
What would it mean to a country forlorn?
Once to respect the fallen
We now lower the flag
To mourn not an individual
But the loss of a community
What do we have left, my America?
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intervention
Victoria newman-menendez (11) | Poem
a grim girl stirs
against
the splintering wood of a schoolhouse throne
as the buttons of sharp suited boys clank against the table
the hyenas wait
hungry
as she stands
yellowed teeth bared
as bare browned flesh
concealing the skeleton of her contention
she begins

cherry ink
bleeding
with onyx
leaching through its skin
his head in tensed hands
she turns to him
too late
silent screeches leave the pack
as they stare
eyes now jabbing—
jabbing—
she’s lost
dancing through a ravine
pardoned from elementary walls
adorned in ABCs
she’s lost

harrowed hands prod her
sunken structure
focusing
her heels scratch the floor
as her words scramble to form
the resolution
falls to debris
a final sentence crawls from her mouth

beep
beep
beep
intervention caused the war.

her voice crescendos
pens twist throughout the tangled extremities
of boys in boardroom bottoms
who paint the politics
she objects
seconds slip away
as she hurries to a suffocating
stop

beep
beep
beep
her breath breaks
ribs shrink into her stomach
as her legs find the splinters
again
intertwining thoughts
asphyxiate
what remains of her brain
wrapping tightly around her intellect

Amelia Hinson (10) | A Quick Turn | Digital Photo

intervention caused the war

she was meant to rebut
outdated ideas and idiotic assertions
but
the flow became muddled
and—in front of—maybe men
her words were massacred
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JD Walls (11) | Personal Narrative
I walk brusquely out of the room, keeping my face down in comfortable. “Ok, we can make that happen.” I exhale.
a futile effort to conceal the tears forming in the corners of my
Despite my newfound sense of belonging and growing confiswollen eyes. Epinephrine courses through my veins, urging me dence, I began to wrestle with anxiety as the first debate tournato escape the confines of this debate camp, of the group of debat- ment of my career approached, finding comfort in self-depreers that made up my “lab.” They glance up at me with a mixture cation. The night before the tournament, I practiced, alone in
of confusion and pity as I scurry out. As soon as I am free of my bedroom, using my force-field of cynicism and self-doubt to
the building, I search frantically for a suitable spot to hide while ward off the invasion of anxiety I could feel clawing at my throat
I allow myself to unravel. Making a beeline for a bench nestled like the onset of a bad cold. I went to bed anxious, ready not to
between two buildings, I feel my hands fumbling for my phone prove myself but to fulfill my self-created prophecy of failure.
from my pocket, powering it on, and searching for my mother’s Much to my external elation but internal dismay, I performed
contact. Now seated – not upon, but rather behind, the bench – I well, reaching semi-finals at my very first tournament.
glance down at my mother’s familiar phone number and punch
As the season progressed, expectations were heightened as I
the “call” button for the third time in three days.
continued to improve. I should have been happy with my progI’ve always been a rather careful child, one who meticulously ress and validated by the commendation I was receiving, but I
plots out his route through the jungle gym rather than plunging shrugged off praise from coaches and teammates like a heavy
down the slide with reckless abandon. Generally, safety-first is an backpack and replaced it with self-doubt. I found it easier to bear
effective strategy, shielding me from ill-fated parties, limb-ruptur- the burden of expectations if I convinced myself that my talent
ing scuffles, and reputation-damaging experiences. I tend to wear was nonexistent and that their praise was misguided, their high
my wariness like a badge of pride, presenting myself as a trust- hopes were in vain. Suddenly, I began to suffer panic attacks
before each round, the world
worthy friend to be consulted
when difficult decisions present “the more I prodded and poked proceeding in slow-motion
themselves. In my quest to avoid
my subconscious, the tighter while I fled to the solace and
solitude of the bathroom to
conflict, I have learned to acmy brain coiled protectively give myself a pep-talk. Clinging
count for every possible risk before making a decision, because
around its secrets, trying to desperately to my life raft of
self-loathing, I willed myself to
in my mind, expecting benefits
protect me from a truth I did put in less effort, to revert exis optimistic, and costs are guaranteed. Granted, I’ve missed out
pectations back to zero where
not want to face.”
on opportunities here and there
I could be comfortable knowby choosing to forego a risky vening that nothing at all was exture, but I remind myself that it is better to be safe than sorry.
pected of me – only then could I safely expect nothing of myself.
Inevitably, my tendency to be cautious morphed into a borAfter the meeting, I stroll back to my room and text my parderline obsession. It was clear to me and to most of those around ents and coach to inform them of the new development. I would
me that I needed to ease up, to put myself “out there” and into be moving down to a lab for beginners, for debaters I view as
new, exciting situations. My freshman year was supposed to be my equals. My mother praises me. “You’ve always been good at
the year I escaped my self-imposed isolation and allowed myself extricating yourself from difficult situations.” It’s true, and I feel
the freedom to try new things, to be challenged and even to be pride swell within me as I read her response and relax on my
embarrassed. I signed up for tough classes, tried out for soccer, bed, reveling in a sense of achievement and relief. My coach is
and even enrolled in debate, which required public exposure – confused by my decision and asks if we can talk later, but I ignore
the decent kind, but, to me, not necessarily enjoyable. I loved him. “Thank God that’s over.” I exhale.
debate because it taught me what it meant to be like Socrates’
It wasn’t difficult for me and those around me to notice that
citizen of the world, instructing me in the importance of interact- something was amiss. “JD seems to suffer from a lack of coming with and impacting the society we inhabit. Most importantly, mitment and a lack of belief in himself; nevertheless, I have no
it taught me how to speak in public with confidence, and I felt doubt of his potential.” I read the report card comment to myself
that I had finally broken free of my fear of risk-taking.
for the third time. My prophecy was fulfilled. I was underwhelmI hang up the phone and make the seemingly endless trek ing, forgettable, and nothing was expected of me, but I had poto the main office of the camp. The tears that had been staining tential. Potential was convenient, an asset that could be saved
my cheeks are dry, and I prepare myself to face the head of the away and used to disguise failure as progress. My potential beprogram. I linger outside the door and rehearse my speech once came my secret weapon, allowing me to conveniently dodge the
more. I simply wasn’t up to standard. I was too young; my skills questions of my coach, who wondered why I wasn’t practicing; of
weren’t developed enough yet. I need to move down a level, just my friends, who wondered why I wasn’t coming to tournaments;
to get comfortable. The door swings open, and I open my mouth of my parents, who wondered why I wasn’t enthused by debate
to speak, but the mumbles escaping are not words but a collec- anymore. I did not want to answer their questions and sought
tion of meaningless sounds. After some time, I manage to put in instead to escape them, to find somewhere where I was free from
my request. “Are you sure?” I was sure. I need to escape, to be expectations and pressure, where I was truly alone. Rather than
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allowed the familiar doubt to overcome me and course through
my every vein, the dam that I had constructed in my head finally
giving way. When I got home and began to type, I realized that
the narrative I was writing was the same one playing out inside my
brain. By assuring myself that my essay would be substandard, I
would be less damaged by any criticism directed at my writing.
It is true that I have begun to allow myself the freedom to try, to
strive for success, and to welcome failure, but I do not know if I
will ever be able to brave life without the security that self-doubt
provides. But by writing this essay I am no longer alone with
my thoughts but accompanied by them. The whirlwind of panic,
anxiety, and self-doubt inside my head is now laid out before
me in sixteen-hundred words, and within the white confines of a
sheet of paper, it seems a lot less intimidating. Translating these
emotions into writing is merely step one in reversing a lifetime of
fear, but I will continue to try, regardless of the outcome.
and that inevitable education had replaced fantasy with reality.
I no longer believed anything unless proven true. The place
that once sparked my wild imagination now made me feel out
of place, though I yearned to return to that free and joyful state
of being. Since I realized my transformation, I’ve wondered if
a similar change happens to the imposing oak trees that stand
guard over my playground. If they could think, would they remember the day they first saw sunlight and felt the warmth on
their raw stems? Do they not wish they could still feel the wonder and appreciation for the great star hundreds of years later?
Now they can boast of grandeur, age, and experience, yet do
they remember when they spanned their new leaves for the first
time? While the loss of childhood innocence and imagination
can be dissapointing, is the mature complexity of mind they are
replaced with more valuable and necessary to a ripening character? If given the choice, would knowledge and reality really be
the better options? As for me, I wish I were still five.

Sofia Gutierrez (11) | Pursuit in a Valley | Mixed Media

Throwing Caution to the Wind

face my problem head-on and talk to someone, I pushed myself
into self-imposed exile from debate. Each tournament was not
an opportunity to achieve success but condemnation to inevitable failure, failure that came crashing down on my shoulders,
and mine alone.
I sit in my bunk with my laptop on my lap, the blue light piercing through the pitch black that coats the dorm room. My body
slackens as it gives way to sleep but I am awakened by a “ding”
signaling a message notification on my laptop. The message is an
image of a text conversation between a former teammate of mine
and the instructor whose lab I had escaped from earlier that day.
Several of the most recent messages refer to me by name, but I
read only the last one sent by the instructor. “I have no idea why
he left the lab. He has so much potential.” I exhale.
Much to my dismay, the more I debated the more evident my
plight became and the more I isolated myself to avoid discovery.
Every weekend, the sense of dread, panic, and inevitable selfdoubt returned, uninvited; and every weekend I retreated to the
safety and solitude of the monochrome bathroom to wrestle with
my troubled mind. Eventually, I found myself in a therapist’s office: a room with soft couches, a plush carpet, and soundproof
foam lining each of the four walls. I painstakingly scrutinize the
painful memories I associated with debate, seeking in vain to
explain why I would not allow myself to succeed, but the more I
prodded and poked my subconscious, the tighter my brain coiled
protectively around its secrets, trying to protect me from a truth
I did not want to face. I became afraid of those therapy sessions
because my sense of caution taught me to fear the unknown, and
I did not know what was happening deep within my mind.
It was only recently that I began to unspin my tightly wound,
deep-rooted dread of failure. In fact, as I began to type this essay,
the all too familiar feeling of anguish crept over me as I became
increasingly certain that whatever I wrote would not be good
enough. Leaving school the Friday before this essay was due, I
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Emily Reinholt (12) | Poem
lover boy
you asked
“why do you love me?”

you and i have are so full
brimming over the edges
dripping from the ends of our fingertips

i do not often fall for the trick of kind eyes
so i began to wonder

i do not often fall for the trick of kind eyes

it’s not your hair
you never brush it
one piece always sticks up in the back
it’s not your smile
your two front teeth are crooked
i do not often fall for the trick of kind eyes
but yours said hello and i waltzed in
i looked in and saw a rose red door
amid oak trees
wildflowers grow in the back
wrapped around a wooden swing set
petals drip from your lips
i saw them when my head was in your lap
you were braiding sections of my hair
i looked up
and a petal landed on my cheek
i do not often fall for the trick of kind eyes
but when our hair has lost its color
you will still sing for me
matching the melodies in my veins
our hearts will still beat fast
labrador
we’ll have one
to take up too much room on the bed
and leave hair on the rug

Kate Ayers (11) | Portrait No. 5 | Digital Photo

dandelion

but
lover boy
i look into yours and see galaxies
constellations painted with unevenbrushstrokes
i look in and connect the comets
your kisses leave stars on my skin
expertly placed
they do not fade
for now i am a sunset amid the cosmos
oh
lover boy
you have a dandelion heart
i have spent years nurturing this soul of mine
now i look down to see
your roots have taken hold
the wind moves you
but does not uproot you
your petals may be lost
but you always return without fail
“why do you love me?”
i have not said i am in love before
but
for you
dandelion heart of mine
eternity is not enough time
to tell you enough why

Marco Polo
Polly Powers (11) | Lyrics & music
Performed at 2019 ISAS Fine Arts Festival, St. Stephen’s, Austin, TX
There’s not a time we’re each supposed
To find the ones we love
There’s a place where they can tell us
Where to find the one we want
There’s no certainty in life
So let’s just play the game
You shout Marco
I’ll shout Polo
Love is blind
So let your heart lead you
You shout Marco
I’ll shout Polo
We’re all blind hearts
Searching for the truth
But there’s nothing we can do except
Love, love, love
All your sisters and your brothers
Love, love, love
While we each have one another
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Cause we might not stay together
But I’ll shout Marco
And you’ll shout Polo
And we’re learn to love each other
Tonight, tonight
When the world opens up
And you reach out to survive
When you fall a little hard
And nothing feels alright
There’s no certainty in life
But there some be some tonight

There’s nothing we can do except
Love, love, love
All our sisters and our brothers
Love, love, love
While we each have one another
Cause we might not stay together
I’ll shout Marco
And you’ll shout Polo
And we’ll learn to love each other
Tonight, tonight

You shout Marco
I’ll shout Polo
Love is Blind
So let your heart lead you
You shout Marco
I’ll shout Polo
Reach out to me
And I’ll reach out to you
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Abstract
Madeleine Henderson (12) | Poem
Every picture you painted of us
Was thick with fear and shame
Globs of otherness
Smeared across the canvas
Blurred the vitality
That lingered underneath
You made me believe
We were all cracked marble
Or stained paper
Or torn fabric
Pieces that never belonged in a gallery
You made me doubt
My feelings were worthy
Of a masterpiece
You left me
That dirty canvas
Collapsing under layers of hurt
Your paint dripped down and down and down
Until it bled into my heart
So I
Scraped
Peeled
		Stripped
			Uncovered
Until I could see the canvas
And I finally felt free
To love
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Mollie Kelleher (12) | Portrait of Sofia | Oil

Candy Crush
Reeth Magoo (12) | Poem
The candy shop
Has a sumptuous smell
And always cheers
Those in it
Red hots
And blow pops
Line the walls
With anything I want
In between them
Thick licorice ropes
And sticky chews
Glisten and gleam in the light
Whetting a rarely appeased appetite
I walk through at night
Admiring everything in sight
Sighing
Trying to make a decision
They say too much candy
Makes teeth decay
And thoughts delay
But I can’t help myself

I’m just looking!
My momma told me
To pick only one
But I’m grown so I can look
Even taste things forbidden
When I was little
I worshipped lemon sours
Thought of them every waking hour
And sought them exclusively too
Sloane Basse (11) | Candy Girl | Digital Photo
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They had a special place in my heart

I’d eat them till my jaw would smart
I was devoted
I was a coward
For when I finally came up for air
And took in the store
I realized—
There’s got to be so much more!
They say I must choose
Or in life I will lose
But I won’t waste away
Making a decision
While there are still sours
And endless hours
I’ll let my mouth water
For whatever it wants
I am aging though
Perhaps it’s time to stop
So at the back of the candy shop
I peruse the clearance section
There are healthy gummies
Packed full of nutrients for dummies
And they’re affordable—
Decent looking too
After deliberating
I leave the packet on the shelf
If I don’t love it
I won’t buy it
Sound advice
For selecting candies

And men too
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CAROLINE MEDELLIN (12) | hanzo | Digital Photo

June 11th
Anne Rubsamen (12) | Prose Poem
i. before
I was 16 before this year
I was a child like every sixteen-year-old hates to admit
I was tweaking my medicine to get it just right
I wore jeans and I wrote papers and I went to birthdays and I went to the doctor bimonthly and I watched countless
hours of television and I read books and I dressed up in costumes and I cried and I ran miles and I listened to music
I was unhappy and I was happy
I spent most of my time asleep or at school
I wanted to live forever
I wrote it best when I jotted down a single memory from the blur of my 16th year:
“T-12 hours until the AP Art History Exam. My friends and I are sitting at EZs, moon-eyed for some boy, but also for each other, our
laughs, soft smiles, gut punch fever for the love we share”
ii. a soul mate
I guess the trouble all started when I turned 17, the summer before my senior year
I met someone, or rather I discovered that I never really knew him
I met someone new who was also someone old
A new best friend, an old best friend
A boy from Paris
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I don’t know how to explain what it’s like
To have a sort of cosmic chemistry with someone, confusing and delightful all at once
It reminds me of when I’m in a quiet sanctuary and I feel something heavenly descend on me
I still cry when I think about it, from my eagle eye in the future
I wrote it best when I jotted down a single memory from the blur of falling in love:
“Love comes to life in my chest with a wet, sputtering cough
It stretches out the fabric of my lungs
Love squeezes at the chambers of my heart until I bleed and bloom”
iii. death
My friend, my very dear friend from school, died in her eighteenth year, my seventeenth year
It’s a strange thing to have your life so intertwined with someone, your daily routines and interactions so rhythmic and steady
Then to have them evaporate into subatomic particles that seem to follow you everywhere as if following the routine by force of
habit in a posthumous state
Death is all very senseless so there’s not much to say except that it yells in your face
No more pretending! Life is not going to spare you any more time to mature! You’re growing up now whether you like it or not!
I wrote it best when I jotted down a single memory from the blur of grief:
“I wish most of all for a song that is pure instrumental and has the exact notes to produce the sound that the chords of my body
make
The aggravation twanging deep in my stomach like the red string of a guitar
The electric pink screech on the high notes of alarm in my rib cage
The jade green wire struck through my shoulder blades with hurt and betrayal
But mostly the sadness in my veins from losing something that can never be recovered”
iv. heartbreak
The L and the G of the Wells Fargo sign were flickering when my boyfriend broke up with me
Sometimes words are an exercise in futility
I think break up words are probably the greatest known to woman
It was jaw dropping because I didn’t know it was going to happen, no build up, no warning
But that’s how most people leave, isn’t it? Without any warning?
Maybe heartbreak isn’t the right word for it, because it’s more like a piece of your heart crumbles off
The part reserved for the first person you ever love
I wrote it best in a text I sent to him encapsulating a single memory from the blur of abandonment:
“You caught me at a time in my life when I felt like my whole existence for the last year had been dictated by other people’s actions
and the consequences all seemed to fall onto my shoulders. I recognize that the things that have been burdening me are not my
fault but it makes me feel hopelessly out of control in my own life as I deal with the problems that other people have created. I just
feel incredibly vulnerable and betrayed by people who were supposed to protect me. It feels like my well-being is never taken into
account by those around me. I know that you don’t mean to hurt me but it doesn’t change how I feel. I guess I was just blindsided
by the whole situation and I feel like I’ve lost control in our relationship, just like every other part of my life. I know I’m projecting
my problems onto you which is unfair. I just felt like I needed to tell you why I’ve been acting this way”
v. after
You never really know what’s going to happen to you
I think this year, this seventeen, has made me realize that nothing is saving me from tripping on my big toe and falling into oblivion
I listen to music now and I somehow imagine every song as if its playing while the credits roll in a movie theatre, like the ending of
a soundtrack as people file out, crushing popcorn underfoot
Maybe that’s because an era of my life is ending
I’ll be going to college this fall
I’ll be turning 18 this summer
When I wake up the morning of June 11th on my eighteenth birthday I’ll be able to buy cigarettes, vote, join the military, adopt a
puppy or a child, play the lottery, get married and get a tattoo
But what I won’t be able to do is get back seventeen
I won’t be able to resurrect my friend, my relationship, or my innocence
That’s the funny thing about the passing of time: you’re either with it or against it
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Sofia Gutierrez (11) | Portrait of Mollie | Gouache

Lucas Williamson (10) | Dual Benches | Digital Photo Montage

Translation:

Que Mejor Vida
Luis Medina & Cristi Madero (12) | Poem
Que mejor vida que una llena de ilusión.
Ilusión por el amor que me consume,
Y a la luna me levanta
Que mejor vida que una en la que estás tú.
Enroscados en la madrugada,
el amanecer y el sol.
Derrumbando mis paredes,
atacando mi inocencia.
Mientras que mi voz busca el viento
para resonar en tu oído
y expresarte con un cálido beso
que estoy preso en ti.
Pero que mejor vida,
que una llena con la libertad del amor.
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What a Better Life
Laura Roldan & Claudia Rodriguez (12) | Poem
What a better life than one full of hope.
Hope for the love that consumes me,
And lifts me to the moon
What a better life than one in which you are in.
Curled up at dawn,
the sunrise and the sun.
Collapsing my walls,
attacking my innocence.
While my voice seeks the wind
to resonate in your ear
and express myself with a warm kiss
that I am imprisoned in you.
But what a better life,
than one filled with the freedom of love.
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Battleground
Nicole McCormick (12) | FLASH FICTION

“ H e d e c i d e d t h at t h e c h u r c h wa s
s a c r e d n o m o r e .”
“Is this a sacred space or a battleground?”
The words bounced off the stone walls, echoing between
pillars like the remnants of a forgotten sermon. Standing in
the once-grand doorway, the pair regarded the space before
them with quiet intensity, their former enthusiasm for the
task before them stifled by the reality of the blackened wood

MIA SABOM (11) | Church Panorama |Digital Photo
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ahead.
They stepped across the threshold silently, cautiously, as
though scared of what they might disturb within the crumbled
remnants, shovels held before them to protect from what may
dwell within.
Locals warned them about the ruins, muttering about bad
omens with pinched faces and tight lips.
Neither would admit to the adrenaline coursing through
their veins, each pretending to ignore his shaking hands and
beating heart. Assigned to scope out the mess, clear pathways through the crumbled rock and heaping piles of rubble,
Henry had been excited to get here. There would be plenty
of opportunities to pocket some of the gold candlesticks and
artifacts that remained—quick cash, if he could find anyone
willing to buy.
Gazing at the destruction before him and recalling the locals’ words, he knew that no one in this town would.
“Who would do this?” David asked, voice hushed in reverence as they began to clear a pathway to the pedestal that must
have once held an altar. Shards of glass reflected sunlight onto
the uneven walls, scattering discordant shapes in dancing colors, and they bit into his hands as he picked them up, leaving
red marks that burned long after he set them down.
“Terrorists?” Henry’s voice rose in uncertainty, brows
furrowed as he fumbled to shift an overturned pew. He had
never been one for speculation.
“Why?” whispered David, quietly so as not to disturb the
remains.
A wave of Henry’s hand prevented further discussion. The
company paid them to clean up, not ask questions.
Glinting metal sat heavy in his pockets a few hours later,
weighing down his steps as he walked away from the church.
His partner moved quickly ahead, eager to reach a bar to distract his troubled mind.
And still, Henry couldn’t get the image of the ruined chapel from his mind. Charred sticks of wood, marred crosses,
shards of colored glass followed him through the village. Guilt
plagued the night, sleep escaping him until he opened a window and threw the coins to the street, where they bounced on
the pavement with a cold clink.
“Good riddance,” he muttered.
The steeple stood tall in the distance, cross bent to the side.
He decided that the church was sacred no longer.

Sophie Morgan (9) | Inventions of Nobody | Silver Gelatin Print

Alana Michell (10) | Barbed Wire | Digital Photo

Berzhia Mizani (9) | Anaar| Silver Gelatin Print

Sophie Morgan (9) | Inventions of Nobody 2 | Silver Gelatin Print

Indifference
Izzy Bynum (12) | Poem
This just in:
Millennials have killed the diamond—
the same way veterans
shaking in the streets
have gone and orphans
one house to the next
are lost and thousands
fall through the cracks
rent by wiser generations
—through indifference
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we just stared at the sky
and we couldn’t see the air but we could
feel it and it weighed heavily on
december you know how much
i hate guns
they thought we were a couple of
you laughed i didn’t instead i
melted into a body desperately
trying to prove
trying to wash away words with lost limbs
trying to drown in him
laughing would’ve been easier i
no
it was fruitless but
my body knows how
to swim i won’t
		sink
you used tweezers to pluck out the splinters
rooted far into my heel but some were
too deep
so we just pretended not to see them
and let them make my skin home

did you know he kept one
in the glove compartment of his car
under some tissues and cheese-its
high school parking lots
it wasn’t a joke
god i told you
fully loaded
amnesia
underwater we can’t say no
underwater our bodies are forced
to speak for us
shoved glass in my palm
did it bother you
that i barely made a noise
that i wasn’t scared at all
were you
silent silence is amplified
by autonomy only
one voice
angry red
religion hot glue gun
pressed to our wax lips
swallow thick

Maddie Carter (12) | Untitled 5 | Charcoal

implosive
Sophia Markey (12) | Poem
a cracked sky isn’t
grounded blue because it’s folded into two
hundred shades of
last january
when i was fifteen
my best friend was sexually assaulted twice
(she didn’t say raped
maybe there was something about the word raped)
she said sexually assaulted
(she wouldn’t say raped
so i won’t say)
she was raped
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last july we stood
in the middle of
i don’t remember i just remember when she told me
her face was folded up so tightly
she barely moved her lips and we stood there in the middle of
i don’t remember but she didn’t want to
cry and it happened twice she said
once in november
once in january
our faces coalesced into one dried up puddle
but it’s okay now she said
but it’s not
it’s not

remember when i was twelve
i was so small
four hands i knew held me
underwater fingers digging
into my scalp laughter scraping
shoulders knees thighs pressing
against my stomach
my ribs caged between elbows
panic attacked my lungs chafing against
i kicked as loud as i could

stripped down to notebook
paper pencil pen and
ink isn’t permanent adolescence

a sixty-nine
year old woman makes bracelets
by weaving together dehydrated
orange peels shriveled up but still
beautiful

if i were a new addition
to a crayon box i’d be

a flurry of
scribbles
i’d rather write what i know
incorporeal
explicit content

burnt green
earth.

wallflowers protruding
in up out
thorns crawling up our throats pulsing
thrusting out words say it
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Dear Dr.
Reeth Magoo (12) | Poem
I’ve always been determined to document
Exactly what is happening in my life
Recently, with my diagnosis,
You seem to be the most common topic
Thus, I dedicate this account to you,
In the hopes that when you read it,
You might understand
Ah, the beginning!
I will never forget sitting in your chair
Your eyes looming over mine
It’s quite simple. Procedural, really.
All you have to do is take both of these pills.
Once a day, same time always.
I look down at the prescription bottles in my hand and sigh
Welcome to the rest of your life,
You say with a sardonic smirk
I peer at the pills through the plastic
They would become so familiar to me
My daily duties would pause for them
Such a small thing of such consequence

I am back at the lab with the technician
I often wonder if she’s a nurse or a vampire
The way her eyes alight as the needle enters
You tell me there’s no change in my bloods
What a surprise
My hormones won’t harmonize
My health won’t hold
My flora won’t flourish
What a shame
Today you and I had words
Specifically, about what I’m feeling
What you call casual PMS is
My hell
My purgatory
My perdition
Months go by and I wait
An inevitable nothing arrives
Bloated, in pain, moody
I succumb to the penalty
You’re glad my fitness class has started
It seems straightforward enough
My friends do it easily
I put a smile on my face as I finish running
And pull myself
Into my car

Into my house
Onto my bed
Where I spend many hours
Staring at nothing
Praying the discomfort ends
You tell me the tests are inconclusive
So an experience saved for lovers
Is given willingly to a medical probe
It may not have been personal to you
But, oh, was it personal to me
You claim it was worth it
You can now see properly
The havoc wreaked on my internals
The havoc wreaked on my heart
Couldn’t be less of an issue
To separate the woman from her womanhood
I once asked if you believed in souls
It was just a question
You didn’t have to take mine to find out
My weight has stopped dropping,
The anticipation of the onpour
I have given up
You tell me not to lose hope
I wonder why you assume
I harbored hope to begin with
Red river relinquish me

My patience has been exhausted
I end this limbo today
In mere hours,
I will not be the same woman
Some say I’ll hardly be a woman
My body an oyster flayed open
It’s pearls sitting in a sterile dish
I can imagine exactly what it’ll be like
Surgeons rinsing their sins
Dripping in my blood
My prone form lies lifeless
Though not any more than usual
Your eyes bear into mine
Words muffled by a surgeon’s mask
My natural instincts inquire why
I would further expose myself to you
You attempt to soothe me
It’s quite simple. Procedural, really.
Hours later I begin to come to
You begin rattling off aftercare
My mom anxiously takes notes in the corner
Carefully curating a list of things to do
Ah, the puppet master works her magic!
I smile at you
A smile that will never again truly reach my eyes

Izzy Castillo (10) | Purple Haze | Digital Photo

I went back to my nutritionist today
Only one more week of this diet, she says
Very soon, I’ll be able to eat normally
What she doesn’t know is I ate some things
That I didn’t include in my food diary
It’s okay. Maybe if I don’t eat tomorrow

It’ll even out
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Step in Time
Sarah allen (12) | Personal Narrative

“ T h e m u s i c f i lt e r s t h r o u g h my e a r s r e a c h i n g my
b r a i n a s I c a n f e e l e a c h n o t e t h r o u g h my h a n d s ,
t h r o u g h my f e e t , t h r o u g h my b o n e s .”
Shoulders back!
Chin up!
Chest forward!
And don’t forget to smile!
These words echo through my brain as I slowly walk onstage.
One. Two. Three.
The bass slips into my ears as I exhale and begin to move.
The pace quickens along with my heartbeat as my movements
become more vivid, filling up the space. My energy has now
surpassed the stage and is reaching towards the audience by
the final crescendo. Suddenly, the music stops and I am left
in the dark, heart thumping with adrenaline. The applause
streams in as I make my way off the stage that I had worked so
hard to get to, the stage that I had just poured my heart onto.
7:40 A.M.
Behind me lies a misty cobalt sky still stirring from its slumber as clouds blanket all that can be seen from the eye.
The black framed glass doors squeak open as the crisp air
conditioning and smell of worn leather rush out to shower
me in greetings. As my saddle shoes pass the threshold, I am
transported to a state of bliss. I trod to the dressing room and
fling my backpack onto the linoleum floor. I sort through the
avalanche of garments oozing out of my too-full-to-zip dance
bag to get ready for class. My friends trail into the dressing
room one by one, voices clattering against the metal lockers.
Dance is my second language. Since I take classes every
day of the week, the dance building has housed much of my
adolescence. From being in a piece which required dancing
on a chair, to breaking my foot during dress rehearsal after
falling off a chair, the dance building remains a constant in
my fluctuating path. No, it’s not like Dance Moms, and yes,
everything hurts.
7:59 A.M.
Time for class!
The clock on the wall prompts the rest of the girls to patter
out of the dressing room into studio two. I sigh in relief as I
begin to stretch in my usual spot by the mirror, laying hori-
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zontally as my muscles sink deeper and deeper into the floor.
The noise level muffles and the music begins.
I’ve always been told to dance like nobody’s watching, but
I never do. I dance like everybody’s watching, like the whole
world’s eyes are resting on me, eager to capture my every leap
and bound. Spreading my joy across what I make my stage.
8:40 A.M.
Our in-school dance class has ended. I can feel my endorphins bubbling through my system and escaping through my
grin as we all pile out of the studio. The dressing room is suddenly filled with a gust of dishevelment as we stuff our dance
gear back into our bloated bags and rush to class. I look in the
mirror to see an image I have grown accustomed to.
My face? Red and damp.
My hair? A matted mess.
I hope my psychology teacher doesn’t think I’m always this
sweaty, I chuckle to myself as my brush struggles to conquer
the tangles protruding from my voluptuous mane.
Low bun it is!
Once I manage to look somewhat presentable, I push on
the black framed glass doors in the lobby to see the sun beaming. The clouds once hovering above the horizon vanished,
revealing an inviting milky blue sky. Today’s going to be a
good day, I think to myself. As I stroll to my next class I slip
in my earbuds and hit shuffle on my Spotify playlist compiled
with my favorite upbeat music.
One two three, one two three!
The music filters through my ears reaching my brain as
I can feel each note through my hands, through my feet,
through my bones.
3:20 P.M.
Now that school’s done, I begin my trek back to the dance
building in preparation for my ballet class. As I push yet again
on the black framed glass doors, the future of the dance program can be seen giggling and running around the lobby in
a sea of pink leotards and doll-like bows. As they line up for
class, a sense of childlike excitement builds up inside of me,
reminding me of how I was once in their tiny shoes.

Sometimes I wonder what will happen as I grow old. When
my muscles turn rigid like stale bread aerating on the counter, forgotten and cracked. When the idea of touching my
toes let alone attempting a pirouette is followed by an ancient
chuckle. A language that used to be so fluent, lost.
7:00 P.M.
I slowly slide into my school shoes and fling my backpack
on my shoulder as I depart the dressing room.

The lobby is dim with only the lights from the office flickering in the peripheral distance. The black framed glass doors
swing open for the last time that day, wishing me well until our
next encounter. Before I venture into the black abyss in front
of me, I plug in my earbuds again, this time choosing a more
relaxed melody.
One two three, one two three.
I sway back and forth as my feet twist and turn through the
dormant path before me.

El Bailarín Project
Arianna Muñoz (12) | Video Series

Da’Von Doane, Dance Theatre of
Harlem | Classical vs Contemprary

Steven McRae, Royal Ballet |
Mayerling

El Bailarín Project is a series of interviews featuring male ballet dancers from around the world. Started by
Arianna Muñoz, El Bailarín Project aims to dispel the common misconceptions and stereotypes associated
with male ballet dancers and celebrate the discipline, dedication, and passion it takes to make it at the professional level. El Bailarín Project can be found on Instagram (@elbailarinproject).

Hayden Stark, Houston Ballet |
Challenging performances

Fernando Martín-Gullans, Houston
Ballet | Corps de Ballet
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Lessons
RAChel Miller (12) | personal narrative

“ M y g r a n d m o t h e r s ay s I ’ l l g o t o h e av e n a n d
s h e ’ l l g o t o h e av e n a n d my m o m w i l l t o o .
I d o n ’ t k n o w i f J . L w e n t t o h e av e n .
M ay b e I ’ l l k n o w o n c e I g e t t h e r e .”
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Lucia CANSECO (11) | Paper sunset | Mixed Media

Pushing my way up the incline of the hill, a rusty razor
scooter banging against my ankles with every step, I embark
on the strenuous trek back to the garage to refresh myself with
a banana popsicle and a glass of Mountain Dew. But just one
glass, because Mountain Dew will make my teeth fall out.
Sometimes the banana popsicles are too sticky. When I
peel off the white paper wrapper my hands are covered in a
fruit-scented yellow coating so then I have to wash them but
when I go to wash them I get the knobs on the sink messy and
somehow everything ends up sticky.
Sweat cascading down my neck, sun searing into my skin,
and blood flowing from the scrape on my knee, I lug myself closer and closer to the rejuvenating blast of cold air that
rushes out when I open the freezer.
But I can’t leave the freezer open too long, because it will
spoil the food inside.
Running down the creaky wooden stairs two at a time and
sprinting across the shag carpet landing, I fumble down to the
living room taking a place on my grandmother’s lap. She asks
me, but in a way that sounded more like it was a command,
to hand her the remote, to which I foolishly stick my tongue
out at. But only for a few seconds, because my face will get
stuck like that. And I don’t want my face to be stuck like that
because then I could never smile anymore and people would
think I’m sticking my tongue out at them and that would be
rude.
My grandmother tells me she had a gift for me so I trail
after her into the small bathroom with fluorescent lighting that
could probably blind you if you looked straight at it. I hate the
shower, there is no room to stand because of the plastic chair.
Since J.L. is so sick he has to sit in the chair because he can’t
stand for that long. My grandmother hands me a round piece
of green plastic and tells me that inside of it is powder to put
on my face, which left me confused and disappointed.
But I shouldn’t be disappointed, because a powdered face
is a beautiful one.
Tiptoeing into the bedroom, I watch on as my grandmother’s husband lays in the bed in a long black nightgown
that made him look like Darth Vader.
I whisper to my cousins about these resemblances, but not
too loud because J.L. was sleeping, and when J.L. sleeps no

one can make noise. Sometimes when we are too loud, he
treads into the hallway with his oxygen tank lagging behind
him and shouts as loud as his feeble body will allow. The
dimmed lamps and the inexplicable smell of sickness come
together to lay the eerie scene over the large room, so I didn’t
like to spend a lot of time in there.
Plus the oxygen tank made weird noises.
I love to get all my Barbies out of the closet that they are
stuffed into. But only if I put them back when I’m done, because if I don’t clean up the room then I can never play with
the Barbies again.
The Barbies are in the upstairs bedroom on the right
which is my favorite. The small box TV is also my favorite
one in the whole house because it sits on a stack of DVD
cases, each one holding inside a story all too familiar to me.
Rapidly scanning through them all, I grab Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs and shove it into the TV.
But I can’t watch the movie too late, because the witch will
give me bad dreams.
The upstairs bedroom in the middle is my least favorite
at my grandma’s house. That’s where I used to sleep with my
mom and it is a big room with a vanity across from the bed
and the vanity has a mirror and the mirror scares me when
it’s dark.
I used to wake up a lot during the night and my mom and
I were working on how I should just stay in bed and close my
eyes and try to go back to sleep.
One night I woke up and felt my heart drop to the bottom of my stomach when I realized my mom was no longer
in bed beside me. I immediately sprung out of the bed and
dashed down the stairs. As I reached the bottom of the stairs
my eyes were blinded with the red and blue flashing lights. I
saw the two men in uniforms wheeling J.L. out on a stretcher
and it was really scary and I couldn’t tell if he was dead but I
didn’t want to ask and all the adults were talking and I really
wished I was still asleep.
My grandmother says I’ll go to heaven and she’ll go to
heaven and my mom will too. I don’t know if J.L went to
heaven.
Maybe I’ll know once I get there.
I should’ve just stayed in bed.
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Sophia Markey(12) |The Wind Could Pick Us Up | Ink Wash

The Playground
Bella Muñoz (9) | Personal Narrative

“No, I wasn’t happy. Even before I met them, I
wasn’t happy because my insecurities had barred
me from making real friends.“
I was a lonesome child in the third grade, yearning to
have a friend that would listen to me and play make-believe
at recess.
The teacher would utter the dreaded words, “Partner
up!” and everyone would part like the Red Sea and leave me
standing by myself. Over the year, I had developed a feeling
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of emptiness inside of me, a pit that harbored my insecurities and made me believe I wasn’t worthy of being anyone’s
friend.
It was the end of a long school day, and all of us third graders were seated in our art classroom. Art, a subject I favored
over all the rest, was the only escape from my solitude and

distress, allowing me to draw myself in a position of power
where everybody saw me as a hero. It wasn’t only the projects,
but the art room itself, that gave me a sense of joy and excitement.
I skipped across the paint-splattered floors as I made my
way to the cupboard that held our sketchbooks. As I took
out my red spiral, Kaitlyn, a girl with slanted eyes, olive-toned
skin, and long, auburn hair, stopped me and asked, “Did you
draw that?” I paused and stared at her for a moment. Her
eyes glittered with wonder and curiosity as she repeated her
question. Blushing, I coughed up a “yes.” She fiddled with
her hair as she asked me if I wanted to sit with her. She didn’t
have to repeat the question; I immediately responded with a
joyful shout and she escorted me to her table. At the table sat
another little girl who looked up at me with a huge smile. She
had pale-blonde pigtails and wore two huge, lilac bows in her
hair.
These two girls, Kaitlyn and Alyssa, took me under their
wings. I was over the moon with excitement. After the best
forty-five minutes of my life, our class was free to go outside
to the playground. My new best friends and I ran across the
wet street, smiling and taking in the beautiful scenery of dark
clouds and luscious, green trees. Our shoes clicked against
the pitch-black street and gradually muffled in sound as we
jumped onto the playground surrounded by mulch.
“How’d you like to play make-believe?” asked Alyssa with
her perfect grin. I smiled and responded with a gleeful yes.
Kaitlyn replied that we should all pretend we are horses and
the playground would be our stable. Alyssa gave her approval,
and they turned to me for my response. My lips slowly molded themselves into a concerned frown as I heard this idea; the
truth is that I wasn’t so keen on horses. Yes, they were cute,
but I would rather have played something else. Afraid of losing my newfound friends, I agreed to play horses with them.
They grinned as we all galloped away before I could rethink
my answer.
We eventually took a seat on the swings. There were
only two swings, so I let them swing while I pressed my body
against the navy banister of the swing set. They chatted about
neon nail polish, sparkly bows, and colorful charm bracelets.
My eyes followed their blurry bodies as they swung back and
forth, their voices gradually changing in volume as they passed
my crouched body. Then Alyssa, her feet dragging in the
muddy mulch, asked me what my favorite nail polish color
was. My cheeks flushed. “Well,” I started, “I really don’t wear
nail polish, but I guess red because it’s the color of Iron Man’s
suit.” I hoped they knew who Iron Man was. Alyssa’s face
changed from a smile to a look of confusion, and I immediately switched the subject back to sparkly bows, a topic they
both found much more appealing.
The next day at school I attempted to play with my friends at
recess again, but they both looked at me with crooked smiles.

Then, pointing at another little girl, Alyssa and Kaitlyn told
me they didn’t want to play with me, but rather her. My eyes
widened in shock, and my body went numb with embarrassment as they ran away giggling with their new friend. My eyes
watered up, ready to overflow with tears as I trudged through
the mulch to an isolated swing in the back of the playground.
My feet, too shaky to push my swing forward, dangled in front
of my eyes and slowly turned blurry as tears trailed down my
cheeks. I wondered, What’s wrong with me?
During the ride home, I told my mother everything that
had happened that day, and she stroked my forehead. “But
were you really happy in that group? You never seemed to be
able to be yourself,” she insisted.
I sat up and contemplated this question. After some
thought, I peered up at my mother in shock when I realized the truth. No, I wasn’t happy. Even before I met them,
I wasn’t happy because my insecurities had barred me from
making real friends.
The next day, I strutted into my third-grade classroom,
full of self-confidence. When some girls announced that they
didn’t want to sit with me, I shrugged and moved to another
desk. There I met Anna, a girl whose eyes lit up at the mention of the name Iron Man.

Sophie Jaafar (10) | Shoes & Spirals| Digital Photo
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Jennings Stuart (10) | Rose Blur | Digital Photo

Bloom
Michaela McTee (12) | Poem
She was never one for the city
Buildings were not of her taste
Towering and overbearing
Too haste in their stance
Destined to fall at once
Craving the scent of fresh sunflowers
She left her urban scene behind
Searching for euphoria
Which she soon would find
“Stop here,” she told the man in the driver’s seat
Confused but compliant in his action
He pulled to the side of the path
Handing her to the earth
She inhaled with brisk air kissing her eyelids
Exhaling and opening her eyes once more
To see that nothing had changed
Since she had last departed
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Tall grass clinging to the folds of her dress
Like the embrace of familiar arms
The still, warm air
Flowing through her veins
The flowers knew of her pure presence, an alluring
one
They were unaffected, fearing only her absence
Pleased to see her return
Feeling alive again
An abrupt halt to her movement, gently lifting her
skirt
For the earth to grasp her weightless body
With the clouds peering back at her:
the day she longed for
Beaming, she fell back, swimming amidst the sunlight
As the light gleamed off her white dress
She squinted into the blinding bareness
A single tear of joy, falling
Gliding down her neck and onto the sheer cloth
A most powerful, yet solitary tear
Reaching a glistening petal
Sparking the instant love
She moved her hand to grasp the flower
It did not resist, and instead
Extended from its base
To constrict her finger
Her toes, her feet, her legs, her arms, her waist
The leaves and petals engulfed her
Sparkling in their actions
Intent tangled in their stems
She looked down, returning the embrace
Tilted her head back and smiled
Weightless and carried
Only by flowers
She was suddenly one with the dirt
And the bees swooned to her;
Swaying in the light gusts,
A newly bloomed flower
She was never one for the city
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Adonai Eloheinu
Anne Rubsamen (12) | PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Corina Zarate (11) | Mother of Pearls | Digital Photo

“ Wo u l d n i g h t pa s s i f I l e t i t ? C o u l d I g e t
u p i f I t r i e d ? H o w wa s I g o i n g t o m o v e my
l i m b s t o g o t o s c h o o l? ”
My first baptism was as I was a mere babe with fuzzy red
hair in a Catholic church. As far as baptisms go, I’m told it was
pretty standard. I was the one in white.
My second baptism was late one school night my Sophomore year of high school. I was so neutral to any conception
of a sublimity that I couldn’t see this coming. Not in a million
years. I was in the midst of one of my deep depressive states
that last for months on end, stretches of time that develop like
bruises turning the whole world a catatonic blue and violent
purple. I laid in my bathtub, dirty water up to my chin, unsure
if the next moment would even really appear or if this one
would truly last forever. Would night pass if I let it? Could I
get up if I tried? How was I going to move my limbs to go to
school? My vision was occupied by despair. I felt it then, swirling in the water. Some divine energy tugging at the threads
which where slowly unfurling in my soul. I only felt it in the
tip of my nose, the tips of my fingers, but it was conspicuous.
It didn’t make me feel any better and I still continued on for
the rest of the month this way, but it was one of the first times
I felt it. A presence of something higher than myself.
My chest was heaving the next time it happened. About
six months later, I was running in the triple digit summer sun
on the track at my school, the blood in my veins reminding
me I was human. I felt sweat dripping and pooling in the endless contours of my body. And it descended upon me, and I
stopped running. I squinted into the sun as I felt an eternal
vitality emerge within myself. I had been let in on a secret.
Arms raised to say hallelujah. My baptisms, as I came to
call them, were of a solitary kind. I found intimacy with a
force so elusive that the relationship existed outside of the
bounds of religion or a priest.
Caught in a rainstorm, it happened for the third time. I
stood in a deserted parking lot with my anachronistic Volvo. The rain pelted hard on my back and I smiled, twirling
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around. God tickled my ear and purified me from the inside
out. I inhaled the air and felt the density of my own breath
mixed with the smell of rain and catharsis.
The last time I remember it happening was in my shower.
I could recognize it this time and call it what it was: highest
goodness, most holy, and everlasting intimacy. With water
weaving through my hair, penetrating my skin, I knew it to be
true: Adonai eloheinu. I don’t know if it will happen again,
but I will wait patiently.
Maybe this all comes off as melodramatic, and maybe it is.
But despite my own cynicism, it couldn’t seem more obvious
to me after it happened. I exist in a world that is fundamentally different from the majority of people I know because
these moments are very real to me.
Water has begun to carry a special meaning to me as
if the vessel that a divine power has chosen to offer subtle
spiritualism to me. It is more nuanced than I can believe and
each time I feel the breath of spirit I flinch. It flips me upside
down, completely inundated with the certainty of creation,
with the awareness that a spirit exists if we will only let ourselves find it. It is an elegant form, the love that I feel from
God. It lives only where I let it and I have opened myself to
an essence that transcends me completely. It evades me at
every corner and I can only seem to grasp at the seams of it.
And it finds me, by accident. At the most inopportune times.
It takes me to the ends of the universe and back. I had to stop
chasing it for it to come to me, in waves. And when I let its
inertia work, it blessed me beyond what I could understand.
It found me. In the silence. In the cries. Born with a cry
and dead with a whimper but oh how I live in between. In
chaos there is calm. In turbulence there is tranquility. In me,
there is the electrifying and terribly exciting truth that I am
not alone in any moment.
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A Day With An Angel
Tate Taylor (12) | Poem
The boy enters the class
blinking away his sleep
light reflects off his skin
glimmering like so
many fireflies
in his seat he shines
his neighbors consumed
by a dark melancholy
they cannot glow
unperturbed he brings from
his endless bag a pageless book
and a pen with white ink
his glistening hand writes
nothing as his mind wanders
he thinks of the future and the present
and never the past—never the past—
with a sure nod and a confident smile
he begins to grow brighter
around him light spreads
it seeps into the students and teacher
they accept it with fervor
clinging to his presence for as long as possible
But as he leaves the room, going on to his future
illuminated
illustrious
the aura disappears from his class, already absorbed
by the hungry children who take too much. Now they sit, unmoving,
cold and frigid, in the memory of that radiant ray. For just as before,
neither the students nor the teacher will ever burn so bright.
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Dalrymple
(10) | Frozen
Horizon| Digital Photo
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This edition of the Walrus is dedicated to

Mr. Jonathan Eades
Alex Vaughn (12) | Pink Villa | Acrylic

Alex Vaughn (12) |Rothschild| Acrylic

For a leader who consistently shows genuine care for all members of the
Saint Mary’s Hall community. Thank you.

Special Thanks To
Teri Marshall, Jonathan Eades, Brent Spicer, Sam Hamilton,
Jeff Hebert, Bethany Bohall, Logan Blanco, Kyle Petersen, Nate
Cassie, Will Underwood, Breanne Hicks, Ben Gerdts, Brittany
Wallace, Randy Lee, Mike Harriman, Chris Harriman, Glenn
Guerra, Shangruti Desai, and Deb DeVeau

Colophon

Volume 53 of The Walrus was created by the staff and teacher
advisor at Saint Mary’s Hall, 9401 Starcrest Drive, San Antonio,
Texas 78217. 400 copies were printed and distributed at no charge
to students, faculty, staff, and parents on May 22, 2019.
In this magazine, Le Havre Layers was used as the title font on the
front cover; Baskerville Old Face font was used throughout for
copy, writing credits, and art credits; Le Havre Layers was used for
headlines and page numbers, and the quotes pulled from stories
and narratives. Thompson Print Solutions printed the magazine
at 5818 Rocky Point Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78249. Maggie
Thorschmidt was the representative who worked with the staff
and editors to bring the magazine to completion. Programs used
included Microsoft Word, Photoshop CC, and InDesign CC.
Equipment included several HP computers, and a Rihco Aticio SP
C831DN color printer.

Disclaimer
The content of The Walrus does not reflect the judments or opinions of the Board of Trusetees, the administration, faculty or staff
of Saint Mary’s Hall. It is solely a student driven publication.
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